How will gene therapy apply to the kidney in the 21st century?
Nephrology is entering the age of genomics-based drug discovery and development. Once only a theoretical objective, gene therapy is now being tested in various diseases. New and substantially improved vector systems and related technologies are undergoing development, many have shown promise in animal studies, and some are now being used in clinical trials. Recent advances in the molecular basis for renal diseases, organ transplant rejection, and hypertension have led to preclinical tests of gene therapeutic approaches. The most impressive of these strategies will likely soon be studied in the clinic. This review details recent advances in gene therapy technology and highlights potential novel applications of gene therapy in the treatment of renal diseases and hypertension. While the manufacture and widespread use of gene therapy products as conventional pharmaceuticals for renal diseases and hypertension may seem to be a goal for the remote future, much of the needed genetic information, technology, and intellectual resources are rapidly becoming available.